Sound Recordings

00:00  - Laminated paper Keyboard sound.
03:00  - [Clap for impulse]
04:14  - Skateboard wheels, with laminated paper keyboard.
05:12
05:47  - Door closing
05:56  - Door rattling
06:36  - Blinds - up and down. Slow/fast rhythm changes.
07:39  - Fingers on blinds,
09:10  - Banging on red pipe under stair
09:44  - Label rattle
10:05  - [Clap for impulse]
10:43  - Banging on rail
11:27
11:35  - Door opening and shutting (Sliding door)
12:42
13:30  - """"""""""
15:05 - Bush shaking
15:57 - Lamp
16:33 - Lamp oscillations
17:29 - Water bottle
19:26 - The Battalion - newspaper hitting
- Newspaper stand vibrations
21:13 - Tree bark scratching with plastic bottle
22:30 - Shaking tree
23:30 - Loose concrete
24:40 - Standing on long board
30:23 - Chemistry Model Kit
32:33 - Rolling backpack down stairs/gravel
- Lifting and releasing handle
34:31 - Tapping/playing metal handle bar
36:02 - Hitting trash can lid
- Shaking
37:04 - Resting bush
38:55 - Scratching/tapping tight pole
40:27 - tapping fart cardboard sign

41:19 Slamming | banging trashcan chute

44:05 Printer

46:36 Large A/C

48:36 Rocks (pile of)

49:58 Cigarette "trash can"

49:58

50:00 Fish spurs (bottle caps)

52:20 Grass, stomping, rustling

54:20 Yellow rails, handicapped rails

56:20 No parking/fire lane sign post

57:00 A-frame plastic sign tapping and slamming shut
1:00.34 notebook on hand rail